
Rich features to maximize 
tight budgets

Designed for  
superintendents 
and golf pros ...
but every area of the  
operation reaps the ROI.

SUPERINTENDENTS
Identify your most efficient 
employees, pinpoint waste and 
redundancies, justify budgets 
and budget increases.

GOLF PROS
See where labor is used and 
gain better control over shifts 
and schedules; consistently  
cover key areas (starters,  
pro shop, lessons, etc.).

GENERAL MANAGERS
Monitor daily operations — sta�, 
key activities, etc.— from any 
location whether you are  
on-site or on vacation.

EMPLOYEES
View schedule from any  
location, view clock-in history to 
recognize patterns of tardiness, 
communicate scheduling  
conflicts and time o� requests.

CONTROLLERS
Track variances in your largest 
line item — labor, create more 
accurate budgets and more  
accurately forecast year-to-year.

F&B
Sync calendars for upcoming 
events and communicate  
scheduling changes in real time 
with all employees (servers,  
bartenders, etc.).

500+
Users

1.67MM
Hours Gained in 
Labor Efficiency

$25MM
Dollars Reallocated  

to Other Projects

0
Downtime

Do-it-all Dashboard
Your entire operation is at your fingertips. Assign the full day’s tasks 
for every employee in a fraction of the time. 

Crystal Clear Communication
Synced calendars, real-time message alerts and task notes keep  
everyone on the same page and up to date.

Control From Anywhere
The cloud-based app can be accessed from anywhere, anytime. Set, 
change and monitor tasks in real time.

One-Touch Reporting
Output detailed labor and expense reports for the day, yesterday, 
months ago with just a few clicks. 

TRACK EVERY TASK in a fraction of the time.
Labor consumes 50%–60% of your budget. Where’s the money going? E�ortlessly manage and 
track crews, jobs and budgets with taskTracker’s digital work board. Bye-bye whiteboard.

Simple to use, taskTracker is packed with 
functionality. A golf pro andsuperintendent 
designed it to be friendly and familiar, even 
for those who avoid technology.



taskTracker 
Basic

taskTracker 
Premium

taskTracker 
Elite

Annual Cash Price $750 $1,295 $2,400

Annual Partnership Points 188 323 600

Onboarding Price $400 $400 Included

Onboarding Points 100 100 0

Dashboard   
Digital White Board   
Supervisor Mobile   
Reporting   
History 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years

Number of Users (Max) 3 10 Unlimited

Display Board Refresh Rate 2 Minutes 30 Seconds 30 Seconds

Support Email Email/Phone Email/Phone

Mowing Patterns   
Hole Location   
Tutorials   
Employee Photos  
Translation  
GeoNotes  
Multi-Course Log in  
Multi-Department  
Split Boards  
Employee Portal  
Employee Actual  
Employee Time Requests  
Employee Communication  
Calendar Linking  
Free Upgrades  
Multi-Boards 
Playbooks Chemical Tracking $499* $499* 
Safety and Training Records 
Equipment 
Alerts 
Future Enhancements 

Communication
Set Expectation

rFeatu es and Pricing

  

ecotronicstasktracker.com

*An additional $200 onboarding fee is needed to add Playbooks Chemical Tracking
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